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Sick ... cat is drowning in latest video
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A SICK video of a cat being drowned in a bath has
been posted on the internet — by the same sadist
behind footage of a kitten being fed to a python.

Sun’s £3k python
outrage reward
THE Sun is offering a
£3,000 reward to catch
the sadist who fed a
kitten to a python
Sicko feeds kitten to his pet python

The latest video — uncovered by The Sun — shows the
terrified pet taped to a broom handle being slowly lowered
into the water by a woman.
Bubbles can be seen rising as it struggles frantically before
losing its fight for life.
The footage, called “Bathtime lol” was posted on YouTube
at the weekend by a user called jasminethecat666.
The same sicko posted a video exposed by The Sun last week, which showed a tiny kitten being fed to
a Burmese python — as the Christmas song Little Drummer Boy played in the background.
The oddball is linked to a film posted last Christmas in which a man kills two kittens by putting them in
a bag and sucking the air out with a vacuum cleaner.
Disgusted readers contacted The Sun about the python video. Anna King said: “This scumbag needs
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Vile ... python rearing up on earlier horror show

to be caught.”
Welfare group PETA offered a reward of £2,000 last night for information leading to the arrest and
conviction of those responsible. Call the newsdesk on
0207 782 4104 or email exclusive@the-sun.co.uk
r.phillips@the-sun.co.uk
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What the hell is being done to catch this sick twisted pervert before he/she/they post any more vile videos of the
murder of innocent animals. Do we have to wait until nearly next Christmas for the next episodes???
6 MONTHS AGO
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skychaserhigh

0 likes

I cant get that kittens poor scared face out of my head. Is anything still being done to catch this sicko?

6 MONTHS AGO

Auseklis

0 likes

YouTube logs all IP's of videos that are uploaded... why can't they trace the IP and arrest the people? I know
YouTube have done this for suspect terrorist link videos.
6 MONTHS AGO

balshilady

0 likes

this is horrific and so so upsetting. Please please someone stop these sick cowards.

6 MONTHS AGO

LorettaHarnarine

0 likes

OMG what is this world coming to. I cannot believe the mentality of these people. They are truly mental cases
and need professional help. How anyone could do this to innocent kittens and then put it on you tube is just
beyond my imagination. These poor darling kittens had no chance. Someone must know about this and should
report this person immediately. This is just really sick. I am disgusted and upset that horrible atrocities like this
go on in our world. Please catch this person soon.
6 MONTHS AGO

VahanaHilke

0 likes

Babooshka 123, facebookpage is named "Help the Sun find the sicko serial cat killer", and an event has been
posted with a sample letter to be send to Interpol. Can't seem to paste links in here.
6 MONTHS AGO

Babooshka123

0 likes

Is there a facebook group for this!?

6 MONTHS AGO

nudge9

0 likes

words fail me!
How this scumbag can get enjoyment from this is quite simply astounding. The look of terror on the cats face is
heartbreaking and after recently losing my cat to an accident in the road i cannot fathom how supposed human
beings can think and act in this way...
6 MONTHS AGO

bostonbrit

0 likes

Oh god, I didn't know there was another video. What worries me about this is that perhaps this incident only
occured because they got so much attention from the incident with the python. If that's the case, the police need
to work on this QUICKLY otherwise we will subject to a video a week of animal torture...
6 MONTHS AGO

Alana328

0 likes

This is absoloutly disgusting and this person needs to be caught and severly punished. Is it worthwhile
contacting newspapers such as the Metro? A Facebook group should also be set-up to try and get as much
publicity as possible.@dazaman that's a really good point,the amount of coverage the story about Mary Bale got
shows how disgusted people are at animal cruelty so the media should be giving this coverage.
6 MONTHS AGO
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Lana504

0 likes

Pls someone file a legal complaint at police! I cant I am on holiday right now but surely someone can do it to
prevent further killings! They can trace these people fo sure
6 MONTHS AGO

AliceGheorghiu

0 likes

Get the IP addresses of these disturbed monsters (don't call them human please!) and make them responsible
for these acts. I am sure YouTube has a way to track these videos down, but apparently they don't do anything.
6 MONTHS AGO

GeorgRauh

0 likes

The sad thing is that i think IF (s)he gets caught i don't think (s)he will get the full extent of punishment.
She will be off paying $10 "fee" and laugh on her way back from court and upload another video a week later.
Sad but true. Please, please put that person away for 6 months PLUS have her pay the full amount if she ever
gets caught. Thanks.
6 MONTHS AGO

bournemouth10

0 likes

This disgustiing piece of humanity is using you tube to display their cowardice and mental health problems. You
tube as you are the site where these pond life are getting attention may i suggest you release the IP address
immediatly on your site ? i know there are a couple of decent human beings who would like to see it .In the
mean time any hackers out there fancy a challenge? tick tock.
6 MONTHS AGO

Kelley1986

0 likes

This is just horrific! I hope the scumbags who did this get caught and given what they deserve!

6 MONTHS AGO

KirstyBloomfield

0 likes

this is absolutely horrible, i almost cried when i read it in the newspaper, who could do such a thing, how can i
see the video?:L
6 MONTHS AGO

blackkatz

0 likes

Surely The Sun have alerted police to this? Hope so. This is appalling and, like I've said in the other story
comments, very likely to be a just some of this person's behaviours already or more to come.
6 MONTHS AGO

JanineCockerham

0 likes

that is not a woman in the video.look at the aftershave on the side of the bath,this is a guy!same stupid head
from the last video with the snake and same stupid head as the video from last year.what will it take to catch
him!!!!!!!!!
6 MONTHS AGO

MaureenCarroll

0 likes

This is horrific and the person / people MUST be caught. This is how child abusers, murders and serial killers
get started, they practice on animals first. Utter evil.
6 MONTHS AGO

Marsh17

0 likes

This person(s) is clearly a twisted freak, i really hope they are caught. North London, Islington, obviously owns a
python...surely someone knows or has an idea. Surprised the IP can't be traced from the original video.
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6 MONTHS AGO

pixapd

0 likes

Is there a vacuum bag large enough for a human, who kills cats ?

6 MONTHS AGO

seantimmy

0 likes

find this person before he'll strike again

6 MONTHS AGO

lekker1211

0 likes

whoever is doing this kind of things is completely sick. if someone near me did this & I knew it I would kill them.
who knows what else they are capable of? as Toromada said, its unbelievable that we are not hearing more
about this. & grimmlord ur comment is disgusting, its like you approve of them somehow.
6 MONTHS AGO

prisl50d

0 likes

im also contacting bbc and sky news, this is DISGUSTING that this individual is walking amung us!!!!!!!

6 MONTHS AGO

mackemnumbnuts

0 likes

you wonder how many more animals this twisted female has killed or tourtured?
She will get her day in court soon though....
6 MONTHS AGO

Toromada

0 likes

I simply cant understand that there is not more coverage on this horrid item. Why doesnt bbc and other media
pick it up. Do these vile sick acts have to continue?
Where is 4chan in this?
Come on people in this day and age this person should already have been arrested!
Thanks to The Sun for keeping this covered and keep paying attention to it.
6 MONTHS AGO

littlewelshy1

0 likes

OMG - whats the matter with people these days?! Complete and utter sickos...its times like these, I wish they'd
bring back the stocks and let the public deal with them, instead of giving them a slap on the wrist...lets see if
they'd be laughing then!!! I just hope karma catches up with these twisted idiots!!!!!
6 MONTHS AGO

DexterStamp

0 likes

wow people let us know if PETA is accepting donations to top the reward would like to help
D~
6 MONTHS AGO

aussieite

0 likes

O M G this low life has to be stopped and now......................come on, someone out there must recognize the
kittens or the owner........come forward and have a conscience...........no poor little animal deserves to go like
that, all they want to give is love and companionship.
6 MONTHS AGO

scotincanada
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i will add $500 dollars if it will help catch this monster

7 MONTHS AGO

dazaman

0 likes

right I've upped the ante a bit an fired off emails to a few news broadcasters asking why this got no coverage
whatsoever yet mary bale putting a cat in a bin was all over the news. Don't know if anything will even happen
but I'm not going to sit here and do nothing.
7 MONTHS AGO

darren1

0 likes

Still think the vacuum bag cat killer is a possible......./

7 MONTHS AGO

dazaman

0 likes

snowki thanks. email has been sent off so see what happens.

7 MONTHS AGO

snowki

0 likes

dazaman good on you! Its nice to know the world has nice people like you!

7 MONTHS AGO

dazaman

0 likes

TrevorLukeCannon and snowki well done for offering to add to the reward. I'd love to contribute good
money but realistically can't cause I'm a poor student with no income atm lol. Let's hope all the goodness of your
hearts goes towards catching this thing. I spoke to the sun newsdesk and asked them about setting up a petition
and they said I should fire off an email to them. Not sure what else I could do but we've got to catch this thing
before its too late.
7 MONTHS AGO

TrevorLukeCannon

0 likes

im also going to add to this reward i will put up another £1000 im going to contact PETA involved, this is
outrageous of human life form absolutely disgusting im just not going to bother with my words.. I AM A CAT
LOVER, to be honest its all the ones who own these stupid pretators thinking they can feed it whatever like a
mice is no different to a cat or rabbit or whatever.. the point is all these human companion animal "PETS" dont
also live with these stupid pretators in their no man land habitat do they?? NO they dont their with other pretator
food chain things, so therefore they are obviously NOT a pretators food chain! you see? the only reason you
feed a snake a mice is because you own it which is then classed as a man made act, why wont these pretator
owners understand this? ITS THE STUPID OWNERS WHO MAKE IT THERE FOOD CHAIN as you see.......by
this stupid low life in the corner psycho human act.......... all pretators as pets is such nonsense they should be
banned from human life, then nothing like this would happen. We actually benefit from human companion
animals aka "PETS" and we do not from pretators.. LEARN IT!!!
7 MONTHS AGO

bigmannphill

0 likes

I will add 2p to the fund to find this snake keeper

7 MONTHS AGO

samboi

0 likes

So sad. Why?.
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7 MONTHS AGO

waggy1

0 likes

scumbag needs to be caught, and named and shamed and punished

7 MONTHS AGO

snowki

0 likes

I am offering £500 to Peta to try and catch this person! YouTube should be ashamed of themselves! Come on
The Sun make them give any details to catch this vile person!
7 MONTHS AGO

digitalis

0 likes

SICK! hope he/she spends a long time in prison.

7 MONTHS AGO

Hassan_Gunner

0 likes

although i dont like cats this is just nasty this person needs 2 be caught and quickly before he does another
crime
7 MONTHS AGO

jakeee

0 likes

Wow, drowning? That is possibly one of the worst ways to go and to do that to something for no other use than
entertainment to ones self is pathetic.
I sometimes wonder if people think to themselves; would I like this done to me?
7 MONTHS AGO

DexterStamp

0 likes

to help with this people need to tweet share and spread this by word of mouth..get mad yes but use the anger in
a good way by spreading the news and keeping an eye on your pets and neighbourhood pets. youtube aren't
interested in comments you can tweet them but I hardly see it making a difference...now boycotting them may
help..also know that youtube is owned by google so boycott google don't sign up for apps and use a different
search engine. most of all don't let these poor kittens lives be lost in vain...we must find them.
D~
7 MONTHS AGO

pixapd

0 likes

Also we need to remember, if this were one of the Queen's Corgies all stops would be pulled out by authorities,
but it's just a cat, so who cares ?
7 MONTHS AGO

LynneClark

0 likes

i agree withyou all it sick and very disturbing what else is it caperble of doing

7 MONTHS AGO

enthralled

0 likes

This is actually heartbreaking.... It's so upsetting seeing so much cruelty and damnright torture towards animals
and to make things worse it's been in abundance recently. We need to enforce harder, more punishing laws
against things of this nature. It's not right. I have no faith in the human race anymore...
7 MONTHS AGO
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Wellsy2011

0 likes

I hope whoever is responsible is caught. Are the police looking into this?

7 MONTHS AGO

Jennylezzer

0 likes

sick sick sick

7 MONTHS AGO

JulieStephens

0 likes

they should lock this person up, throw away the key

7 MONTHS AGO
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